ABSTRACT
To guide the design of interactive image annotation systems that generalize to new domains and applications, we need ways to evaluate the capabilities of new annotation tools across a range of different types of image, content, and task domains. In this work, we introduce Corsica, a test harness for image annotation tools that uses calibration images to evaluate a tool’s capabilities on general image properties and task requirements. Corsica is comprised of sets of three key components: 1) synthesized images with visual elements that are not domain-specific, 2) target microtasks that connects the visual elements and tools for evaluation, and 3) ground truth data for each microtask and visual element pair. By introducing a specification for calibration images and microtasks, we aim to create an evolving repository that allows the community to propose new evaluation challenges. Our work aims to help facilitate the robust verification of image annotation tools and techniques.
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Image annotation tasks like image segmentation [1, 5, 6, 8], object bounding box annotation [3], or 3D object annotation [2, 4, 7], are of increasing interest for a wide range of applications. However, there has not been a standard evaluation method with absolute ground truths that can verify if a tool's performance gains generalize as intended across different types of images (small objects, poor color contrast, low resolution, etc). For example, polygon drawing tools [1, 5] are widely used for object segmentation, but it is known that the tools do not generalize to small or low-contrast objects when used alone.

We propose a test harness that consists of a calibration dataset of artificial images that simulate diverse natural challenges found in images, along with ground truth data, to address this gap. The calibration dataset supplements existing domain-specific datasets in the verification process, avoiding dataset bias in testing image annotation tools. We introduce Corsica, a proof-of-concept test harness for image annotation tools that consists of sets of three key components and the requirement specification on expanding the test sets. We hope these resources will guide the creation and verification of generalizable image annotation tools.

TEST HARNESS AND DATASET CREATION
The three components of Corsica are as follows: 1) synthesized calibration images with visual elements that are not domain-specific, which represent generalizable image properties, 2) target microtasks that represents generalizable task requirements and connects the visual elements and a tool together for evaluation, and 3) ground truths for each microtask and visual element pair. To create a set of calibration images, one has to consider two dimensions: image properties and task requirements. Image properties are the characteristics and elements of an image that must be dealt with during annotation (e.g., bluriness, curved lines, etc.). A task requirement is a capability that a tool must possess in order to complete the task correctly (e.g., path-following for organic lines). The datasets in Corsica present a range of challenges for better evaluation.
Examples of Image Properties and Task Requirements
Below we describe examples of image properties and task requirements, which were considered in building Corsica.

**Image Property: Low Color Contrast**
Low color contrast in images may cause different colors to appear similar increasing task difficulty. For example, images may have added black (e.g. objects covered by shadows) or added white (e.g. objects washed out by sun’s light). Human factors (e.g. color blindness) can also cause low color contrast.

**Image Property: Objects with an Organic Shape**
Organic shapes arise in the images of many tasks because of their prominence in the world around us, e.g. annotating vehicles for training autonomous vehicles [7].

**Task Requirement: Target Center Hitting**
Some tasks require one to identify the center of an object even when it is not explicitly marked and hard to precisely pinpoint.

**Task Requirement: Boundary Identification**
Some tasks require users to identify the boundaries of an object or region. This may facilitate annotating the exact boundary of an object, creating a bounding box around an object, or counting the number of objects in a cluttered space. This requires correctly perceiving where that boundary is, which could be enabled or enhanced by a tool. A tool that performs poorly at this may provide noisy data to its applications (e.g., a machine learning model [1] or real-time robot vision [4]), preventing precise operation.

**Task Requirement: Path Following**
Some tasks require one to annotate both linear and nonlinear paths in an image. This includes tracing features of objects (e.g. a person’s smile in an emotion detection task). This is a particularly difficult task because it requires fine motor skills with hand-eye coordination. Thus, an image annotation tool should be designed to reduce the manual and cognitive loads.

**Task Requirement: Sub-pixel Annotation**
Some tasks require higher levels of precision and accuracy than the source image can provide (i.e., potentially sub-pixel accuracies [7]) in order to accomplish their goals.

**Requirements Specifications on the Dataset**
Corsica is intended to facilitate in the verification of the accuracy of image annotation tools now and in the future. The images and microtasks in Corsica could be in a repository that is community-contributed. Therefore, we propose the requirement specification on the dataset to guide future contributors:

1. The synthesized images should contain visual elements that are “abstract objects” so that the images are not biased by the frequency of occurrence in certain domains or applications.

2. The evaluation microtasks must come with instructions and have a defined “correct” answer (no ambiguity in answers).

3. The ground truth data accompanying the images and microtasks must be accurate down to the pixel or sub-pixel.

4. Documentation on how the image was created should be specified. An example description is “additive noise with Gaussian distribution with \( \sigma = 20 \) was applied”.

**PILOT STUDY RESULTS**
As a guideline, we demonstrate how to use Corsica to evaluate a tool’s expected capability using images targeting the combination of low color contrast and target center hitting. For the demonstration, we compared a baseline tool, Popup [7], with a updated version that we created. We added the following features to the tool: the ability to zoom, the ability to change features to the tool: the ability to zoom, the ability to change the contrast of the image, a hollow circle marker as the cursor. As a result of these changes, we expected the updated version to be better at accurately annotating target centers for images with low color-contrast.

We ran two annotation sessions (one on the original version ofPopup and one on the updated version) with a subset of calibration images and target tasks in Corsica. The pilot study was designed as a within-subject test, comparing the performance of using the original tool with that of using the updated tool. Three annotators familiar with the original tool participated in the study. A total of 84 small microtasks per session were completed, but one task was dropped for the performance comparison because the participant did not understand the instructions. Our results showed that the updated tool outperformed the original tool in accuracy (\( p < .001 \)). Figure 2 shows the accuracy comparison results. By testing tools with Corsica, we were able to verify the improvement of an updated image annotation tool without having to concern of the generalizability of the results.

**CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**
We introduce a test harness, Corsica, that utilizes both image properties and task requirements which should be considered in the design of general image annotation tools and in the creation of datasets for the verification of such tools. Corsica uses calibration images and evaluation microtasks to use in the verification process. Future work will expand Corsica’s evaluation dataset to create a rich set of images to test diverse combinations of image properties and task requirements. Using Corsica, the accuracy of image annotation tools can be evaluated to better understand where they succeed and struggle, leading to more generalizable tools and wider use.
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